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Take permit business online

https://getmyparking.com/


A Consumer-facing white-label Web App
A centralized Permit Management portal

GMP Permit a product, by Get My
Parking, is an online permit

management platform. It integrates

with the PARCS System and enables

parking operators and parkers to

manage all their Permits digitally.

GMP Permit comes with two

interfaces: 

The Consumer Portal makes it

convenient for the customers to

purchase and manage their Permits

on mobile. On the other hand, the

Permit Management Portal helps the

operators to manage the Permit

business operations.

Parking Permit Management is a

digital solution that lets parking lot

owners offer their parkers an

automated entry & exit without

worrying about paying every time. 

This solution delivers a touchless

parking experience, allowing parkers

to drive in and out without stopping,

thus saving time and fuel. 

An overview:
Permit Parking
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The Permit Management portal allows the

Admin to manage all the Permits.

The admin can produce flexible Permits ranging

from an hour(s) to year(s).

The option of creating direct sales Permit or

Approval-based Permits.

The admin can onboard new permit users

through the portal. 

It helps to keep track of all the permit activity

under one user.

One dashboard a single portal to manage all the

permit data.

The alternative of choosing online and offline

payment methods.

We have designed a Web based App and a

Admin Management portal. It helps the parking

operators to boost their permit services. The

parking operators can define the specification

of the consumer and admin portal. It not only

assists the operators in managing the Permits

but caters to their consumers. 

How GMP Permit
works?
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Consumer
A White-label web app to buy Permits for the

consumers. 

The web app increases the reachability for

permit users.

It makes permits discoverable and real-time

availability.

It lets the consumers easily compare the

Permits.

The consumer can track all the permit

activities. 



We are an AWARD-WINNING provider of an
Interoperable Smart Parking Platform that connects
all parking and mobility stakeholders on a common
platform who were until now operating in silos. We
are a team of doers with a clear mission to digitize
parking industry globally.
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